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1 Introduction
Substantial eort has been dedicated in recent years [1{3] to searching for a massive dark
photon, A0, whose small coupling to the electromagnetic (EM) current arises due to kinetic
mixing between the Standard Model (SM) hypercharge and A0 eld strength tensors [4{9].
This mixing provides a potential portal through which dark photons may be produced in
the lab, and also via which they can decay into visible SM nal states | though decays
into invisible dark-sector nal states are expected to be dominant if kinematically allowed.
The minimal A0 model has 3 unknown parameters: the mass of the dark photon, mA0 ;
the kinetic-mixing strength, "2; and the dark photon decay branching fraction into invisible
dark-sector nal states, which is typically assumed to be either 0 or  1. Constraints
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have been placed on visible A0 decays by previous beam-dump [9{23], xed-target [24{26],
collider [27{32], and rare-meson-decay [33{42] experiments, and on invisible A0 decays in
refs. [43{52]. Many ideas have been proposed to further explore the [mA0 ; "
2] parameter
space in the future [53{67].
Both existing and proposed searches for dark photons provide serendipitous discovery
potential for other types of vector particles. Therefore, interpreting these results within the
context of a more generic model is well motivated. In this article, we develop a framework
for recasting searches for massive vector particles from one model to another, which includes
a data-driven method for determining hadronic decay rates. We demonstrate our approach
by recasting the existing constraints on dark photons; however, we stress that our approach
can easily be applied to any massive gauge boson with vector couplings to the SM fermions.
A variety of production mechanisms have been used in dark-photon searches, which
can be categorized as follows:
 bremsstrahlung, eZ ! eZA0 and pZ ! pZA0, using electron and proton beams
incident on xed nuclear targets of charge Z;
 annihilation, e+e  ! A0, at e+e  colliders;
 Drell-Yan (DY), qq ! A0, both at hadron colliders and at proton-beam xed-target
experiments;
 meson decays, e.g. 0 ! A0,  ! A0, ! ! A00, and ! A0;
 and V ! A0 mixing, where V = !; ;  denotes the QCD vector mesons.
Proposed future searches largely exploit the same production mechanisms, though some
plan on using positron beams incident on xed targets for annihilation [56, 68, 69] or
additional meson decays such as D ! D0A0 [62]. Dark photons have been searched for
using the following techniques:
 by performing bump hunts in invariant mass spectra using the visible decays A0 !
`+`  and A0 ! h+h , where thus far ` = e;  and h =  have been used;
 by searching for visible displaced A0 decays, which has been done both at beam dumps
and at colliders using secondary vertices;
 and by performing bump hunts in missing mass spectra, which requires the initial
state to be known and any visible component of the nal state to be detected, pro-
viding sensitivity to invisible A0 decays.
While the production mechanisms and search strategies employed were chosen to achieve
the best possible sensitivity to dark photons, each also provides sensitivity to other types
of hypothesized vector particles.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. section 2 develops the frame-
work required to recast these searches, which includes a novel and robust method for
determining the hadronic decay rates for GeV-scale bosons. We apply our framework
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to three models in section 3: a vector that couples to the B L current, a leptophobic
B boson that couples directly to baryon number and to leptons via B{ kinetic mix-
ing, and on a vector that mediates a protophobic force. Finally, summary and discussion
are provided in section 4. N.b., all information required to recast dark photon searches
to any vector model, including software to perform any such recasting, is provided at
https://gitlab.com/philten/darkcast.
2 Generic vector boson model
In this section, we consider a generic model that couples a vector boson X to SM fermions,
f , and to invisible dark-sector particles, , according to
L  gX
X
f
xf f
fX +
X

LX ; (2.1)
where gXxf is the coupling strength to fermion f , and the form of the X interaction
does not need to be specied.1 For example, in the minimal A0 scenario, where the A0
coupling to SM fermions arises due to {A0 kinetic mixing, gX = "e, x` =  1, x = 0, and
xq = 2=3 or  1=3. The A0 also has a model-dependent coupling to the weak Z current
that scales as O(m2A0=m2Z), see e.g. ref. [70]. For mA0 > 10 GeV, we adopt the model of
refs. [71, 72]. The A0 decays visibly if mA0 < 2m for all , and predominantly invisibly
otherwise. The more general model has 14 parameters: the 12 fermion couplings, the X
boson mass, mX , and its decay branching fraction into invisible dark-sector nal states.
Recasting a dark photon search that used the nal state F involves solving the following
equation for each mX = mA0 :
XBX!F (X) = A0BA0!F (A0) ; (2.2)
where X;A0 denotes the production cross section, BX;A0!F is the decay branching fraction,
and  is the detector eciency, whose lifetime dependence is made explicit. From eq. (2.2),
one can see that what is needed are the ratios X=A0 , BX!F=BA0!F , and (X)=(A0).
N.b., in models where the X couples to an anomalous SM current, there are additional
strong constraints from the Bu;d ! KX, Z ! X, and K ! X processes, which arise
due to the enhanced production rates of the longitudinal X mode [73{75].
2.1 X production
The ratio of production cross sections for both electron-beam bremsstrahlung and e+e 
annihilation is
eZ!eZX
eZ!eZA0
=
e+e !X
e+e !A0
=
(gXxe)
2
("e)2
: (2.3)
1This model is avor-conserving due to its diagonal couplings. Of course, one could also consider
avor-violating X couplings; however, in such cases, the constraints from studies of avor-changing neutral
currents are much stronger than those from A0 searches. Furthermore, we only consider real xf for similar
reasons, making this a CP -conserving model as well.
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For proton-beam bremsstrahlung the situation is more complicated, but to a good approx-
imation the ratio can be taken to be
pZ!pZX
pZ!pZA0
 g
2
X(2xu + xd)
2
("e)2
; (2.4)
since only sub-GeV masses have been probed using this production mechanism. The ratio
of DY production cross sections involves a sum over quark avors, qi, and is given by
DY!X
DY!A0
=
X
qi

qiqi!(m)
DY!(m)
 
qiqi!X
qiqi!A0

; (2.5)
where the rst term in the sum is the mass-dependent fraction of the SM DY production
attributed to each avor, and the second term is the contribution from each subprocess
qiqi!X
qiqi!A0
=
9(gXxqi)
2
("e)2

(
1
4 for qi = u; c;
1 for qi = d; s; b:
(2.6)
For mX & 10 GeV, the model-dependent mixing with the Z must be accounted for in
eq. (2.6). Furthermore, the value of e should be evaluated at the proper mass scale, though
this is a small eect below mZ . Determining the fraction of SM DY production attributed
to each avor requires knowledge of the parton distribution functions of the proton, though
the uncertainties that arise due to limitations in this knowledge largely cancel in the ratios.
Following ref. [76], we calculate meson-decay ratios using the hidden local symmetries
framework of vector meson dominance (VMD) [77], which is successful at predicting low-
energy SM observables.2 In this eective theory, external gauge elds | including the SM
photon | couple to quarks via mixing with the QCD vector mesons. The ratio of the
widths for producing the X and A0 in decays of the form V ! XP , where V and P denote
vector and pseudoscalar mesons, respectively, is given by
 V!XP
 V!A0P
=
g2X
("e)2
jPV 0 Tr[TV TPTV 0 ]Tr[TV 0QX ]BWV 0(mX)j2
jPV 0 Tr[TV TPTV 0 ]Tr[TV 0Q]BWV 0(mX)j2 ; (2.7)
where the sum runs over all possible V PV 0 vertices. The quark U(3)-charge matrices are
Q =
1
3
diagf2; 1; 1g ;
QX = diagfxu; xd; xsg ; (2.8)
and the relevant meson generators, TV;P , and the VMD Breit-Wigner form factors, BWV (m),
are detailed in appendix A. When considering V and P from the lowest-lying nonets, where
VMD is valid, this reduces to
 V!XP
 V!A0P
=
gX
"e
2 fTr[TV 0QX ]g2
fTr[TV 0Q]g2 ; (2.9)
2The VMD approach accurately predicts many observables at the 10{20% level, e.g., the width of the !
meson [77]. Therefore, we expect that the uncertainty of using VMD and U(3) quark symmetry is  20%.
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where V 0 is chosen such that the process V ! V 0P is SU(3) allowed, e.g. ! ! ! and
! ! 0 are allowed, whereas ! !  and ! ! !0 are not. The ratio of widths for
P ! X and P ! A0 decays satises a similar expression:
 P!X
 P!A0
=
gX
"e
2 jPV Tr[TPQTV ]Tr[TVQX ]BWV (m)j2
jPV Tr[TPQTV ]Tr[TVQ]BWV (m)j2 ; (2.10)
which cannot be reduced into as simple a form due to the fact that multiple terms in the
sum over V contribute. Finally, the ratio of production cross sections due to the X mixing
with the QCD vector mesons is
V!X
V!A0
=
g2X
("e)2

8>><>>:
(xu   xd)2 for V = ;
9(xu + xd)
2 for V = !;
9x2s for V = ;
(2.11)
which is also calculated using VMD. This approach ignores potential interference between
the , !, and  production amplitudes.3
The sensitivity in many dark photon searches is predominantly due to a single produc-
tion mechanism at each mass. In such cases, the ratio X=A0 is obtained directly from
one of the ratios provided in this subsection. When more than one production mechanism
is relevant, the cross-section ratio is
X
A0
=
X
i

iA0
A0
 
iX
iA0

; (2.12)
where a Monte Carlo event generator can be used to estimate the relative importance of
each production mechanism.
2.2 X decays
The X boson is assumed to decay predominantly into invisible dark-sector nal states if
kinematically allowed, and into SM nal states otherwise. The partial width of the decay
X ! f f is given by
 X!f f =
Cf (gXxf )2
12
mX
 
1 +
m2f
m2X
!s
1  4m
2
f
m2X
; (2.13)
where Cf = 1 for `+` , 3 for qq, and 1=2 for ; however, for masses . 2 GeV, we do not
expect to obtain a reliable prediction for  X!hadrons by summing the qq contributions from
eq. (2.13). Because the A0 couples to the EM current, its decay rate into hadrons is simply
 A0!hadrons =  A0!+ R(mA0); (2.14)
3Including such interference is trivial if the relative phases of the amplitudes are known; however, this
production mechanism is only important in hadronic environments, where these phases are generally not
known and where interference eects are expected to be negligible.
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where R  (e+e !hadrons)=(e+e !+ ) is known experimentally [78]. N.b., this
expression already accounts for A0 ! V mixing.
The VMD approach can be used to estimate  X!F for specic hadronic nal states
when mX . m, but not in the region from 1 to 2 GeV. To obtain reliable predictions for all
masses, we have instead developed a data-driven approach based on measured e+e  ! F
cross sections. First, we normalize each of the most important e+e  ! F hadronic cross
sections at low mass to that of e+e  ! + 
RF (m) 
e+e !F
e+e !+ 
=
9
2EM
jAF (m)j2 ; (2.15)
where m is the e+e  invariant mass. Each F -dependent amplitude is taken to be the
sum of a real function fF (m), which accounts for V  components, and contributions from
V = ; !;  as
AF (m) = fF (m)
X
V
AVF (m) ; (2.16)
where the minus sign applies only to V = , arising from Tr[TQ] < 0, and the AVF (m)
amplitudes have Breit-Wigner forms which are provided in appendix B. Taking fF (m) to
be real corresponds to the assumption that the only relevant interference eects between
V  and V occur far from the V  poles, which is demonstrated to be a good approximation
in appendix B.
The six most important hadronic contributions to R at low mass are tted using
eq. (2.15), where each fF (m) is taken to be a bicubic spline with knots every 50 MeV whose
values are varied to achieve the best description of the data. Figure 1 shows that these
ts describe all data samples well. For m . 0:5 GeV, the 0 nal state is the dominant !
decay mode. Due to a lack of e+e  ! 0 data where this decay is important, we instead
calculate this contribution assuming it comes entirely from the !; i.e. this contribution is
estimated as above, but with f0(m) = 0 and only using V = !.
Based on these ts, we are able to decompose e+e ! hadrons into -like, !-like, and
-like contributions, which are discussed in detail in appendix B and shown in gure 2.
Each of these contributions is within 20% of its leading order (LO) perturbative value for
m & 1:5 GeV, as is R itself, justifying the use of LO perturbative  X!hadrons values above
2 GeV. Using these -like, !-like, and -like models, we can estimate  X!hadrons for any
low-mass X model from
 X!hadrons =
g2XmX
12
"X
V
RVX(mX)+R!-X (mX)
#
; (2.17)
where
RX(m) = f2Tr[TQX ]g2R(m) ;
R!X(m) = f6Tr[T!QX ]g2R!(m) ; (2.18)
RX(m) = f3
p
2Tr[TQX ]g2R(m) :
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√
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σ
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+
e−
→
F)
σ
(e
+
e−
→
µ
+
µ
− ) F = hadrons
F = pi+pi−pi0
F = pi+pi− F = KK
F = [KKpi]I=0
F = pi+pi−pi0pi0
F = 2 (pi+pi−)
Figure 1. Data used to determine the hadronic decay rates from: the PDG, for the total rate
to hadrons [78]; BaBar, for +  [79], high-mass + 0 [80] (displayed as open triangles),
KK  K+K +KSKL [81], [KK]I=0 [82] (i.e. the isoscalar component of the KK nal state),
2(+ ) [83], and + 00 [84]; and from SND, the low-mass + 0 [85, 86] (displayed as
lled squares). See text for discussion on the solid lines.
The nal term in eq. (2.17) accounts for interference between the !-like and -like contri-
butions to the + 0 nal state and is given by
R!-X (m) = 36
p
2Tr[T!QX ]Tr[TQX ]<
A3(m) [f3(m) +A!3(m)] 	: (2.19)
All other interference eects between the -like, !-like, and -like contributions are assumed
to be negligible.4
We reiterate that the approach developed here, specically eq. (2.17), can be used to
obtain  X!hadrons for any vector model at low mass, where all that is needed as input are
the couplings of the X to the u, d, and s quarks. Our approach reproduces  A0!hadrons by
construction when the model parameters are chosen to be those of the dark photon. While
our method invokes a few mild assumptions, this is unavoidable and we believe that the
approach developed here is the most robust method for determining the hadronic decay
rate of a low-mass vector boson.
2.3 Eciency ratios
The ratio of detector eciencies for the X relative to the A0 is taken to be unity for invisible
searches. Searches for visible prompt A0 decays also have the same eciency for the X,
provided that X is smaller than the detector decay-time resolution. This is not the case
for all models; therefore, lifetime-dependent eciency eects must be considered even in
4The numerical values of the RFX functions dened in eqs. (2.18){(2.19) are provided at
https://gitlab.com/philten/darkcast.
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√
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+
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→
V
→
h
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n
s)
σ
(e
+
e−
→
µ
+
µ
− ) V = γ-like
V = ω-like
V = φ-like
V = ρ-like
Figure 2. Decomposition of e+e ! hadrons, which is of course -like, into (-like) (uu  d d)=p2,
(!-like) (uu+ d d)=
p
2, and (-like) ss contributions. See appendix B for detailed discussion on the
derivation of these curves and on the meaning of the dashed lines.
prompt searches. All existing prompt A0 searches had (A0)  1 which gives
(X)
(A0)
 1  e ~t=X ; (2.20)
where ~t denotes the largest proper decay time that an X boson could have and still satisfy
the prompt A0 search selection criteria. The experiment-dependent ~t values are provided
in appendix C.
The eciency ratios are more complicated in searches for long-lived bosons. The recent
LHCb search [31] for A0 ! +  published not only the A0 exclusion regions, but also the
ratio, rulex, of the upper limit on the observed A
0 yield relative to the expected number of
observed A0 decays at each [mA0 ; "2]. For the A0, regions with rulex < 1 are excluded. This
facilitates recasting the results for each X = A0 , where the ratio of eciencies is again
unity. Regions with 
rulex(mA0 ; "
2)
A0BA0!F
XBX!F

X=A0
< 1 ; (2.21)
are excluded for the X. We encourage future beam dump and displaced-vertex searches to
also publish results in this way (or similarly, rulex at each [mA0 ; A0 ]), as it makes recasting
the results trivial. N.b., the LHCb sensitivity for some models extends to X values for
which LHCb does not report results, though these regions are easily handled as discussed
in appendix C.5.
The published information for constraints placed on dark photons from beam-dump
experiments is not sucient to rigorously recast the results for other models. In principle,
the Monte Carlo studies need to be redone, and the rulex values extracted for each [mA0 ; "
2]
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as was done at LHCb [31]. That is beyond the scope of this project. Instead, we set
approximate limits by dening an eective proper-time ducial decay region of [~t0; ~t1] for
each experiment, where ~t1 can be written in terms of the lengths of the decay volume, Ldec,
and shielding, Lsh, as
~t1 = ~t0(1 + Ldec=Lsh) : (2.22)
This approach ignores the kinematical spread of the production momentum spectra and
the dependence of the eciency on the location of the decay within the decay volume,
though a proper treatment amounts to an O(1) correction to limits that cover several
orders of magnitude for the existing beam-dump results. The probability that a particle
with lifetime  decays within this ducial region is given by
() = e ~t0=   e ~t1= : (2.23)
The values for ~t0 and ~t1 are obtained at each mass from the A
0 limits ["min; "max] by solving
"2max[A0("
2
max)] = "
2
min[A0("
2
min)] ; (2.24)
which arises from the fact that the upper limit on observed signal decays is independent
of decay time, i.e. the experimental upper limits placed on observed signal decays do not
depend on the decay time.
We provide here some simple heuristics that give nearly identical results to the more
involved approach described above, provided that the beam-dump experiment is sensitive
to the X model being considered at a given mass. For the upper edge of a long-lived A0
exclusion region, the A0 lifetime is much smaller than the minimum proper decay time
required to enter the beam-dump ducial region. This means that the eciency is expo-
nentially suppressed (enhanced) for X < A0 (X > A0), resulting in the upper edge of the
exclusion region for the X occurring at the gX value where
X(g
max
X )  A0("max) : (2.25)
The lower eddge of the A0 exclusion region is typically where the A0 lifetime is much larger
than the maximum proper decay time required to decay before exiting the ducial region.
In this regime, the ratio of eciencies is just the ratio of the lifetimes, and the lower edge
of the X exclusion region occurs where
XBX!F
X

gminX


A0BA0!F
A0

"min
(2.26)
is satised. We do not use these heuristics to obtain the results presented in section 3,
though they do give nearly identical results except near the high-mass edges of the beam-
dump exclusion regions, where the large-lifetime approximation is no longer valid at the
lower edges of the A0 exclusion regions.
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Coupling A0 B L B Protophobic
gX "e gB L gB gp
xu;c;t
2
3
1
3
1
3  13
xd;s;b  13 13 13 23
xe;;  1  1   e2(4)2  1
xe;; 0  1 0 0
Table 1. Couplings to SM fermions for the models studied in section 3.
Production Mechanism B L B Protophobic
eZ!eZX
eZ!eZA0
g2B L
("e)2
e4g2B
(4)4("e)2
g2p
("e)2
e+e !X
e+e !A0
g2B L
("e)2
e4g2B
(4)4("e)2
g2p
("e)2
pZ!pZX
pZ!pZA0
g2B L
("e)2
g2B
("e)2
0
fuu;ccg!X
fuu;ccg!A0
g2B L
4("e)2
g2B
4("e)2
g2p
4("e)2
fd d;ss;bbg!X
fd d;ss;bbg!A0
g2B L
("e)2
g2B
("e)2
4g2p
("e)2
!X
!A0
0 0
g2p
("e)2
!!X
!!A0
4g2B L
("e)2
4g2B
("e)2
g2p
("e)2
!X
!A0
g2B L
("e)2
g2B
("e)2
4g2p
("e)2
Table 2. Production rates for the models in table 1 relative to those of the dark photon, except
for meson-decay rates which are provided in table 3.
3 Example models
We now use the framework developed in the previous section to recast existing dark photon
searches to obtain constraints on the following models: a vector that couples to the B L
current, a leptophobic B boson that couples directly to baryon number and to leptons via
B{ kinetic mixing, and on a vector that mediates a protophobic force [87]. The fermionic
couplings of each of these models are provided in table 1. Using these couplings and the
results of section 2.1|including the work in appendix A|it is straightforward to obtain
all of the necessary X=A0 ratios, which are summarized in tables 2 and 3. First, we will
recast the A0 searches assuming B(X ! ) = 0 for each of these three models, followed
by recasting each of them under the assumption B(X ! )  1. N.b., we do not consider
astrophysical constraints in either case (see, e.g., ref. [88]).
3.1 Decays to SM nal states
For the case where B(X ! ) = 0, it is straightforward to obtain all of the necessary
X decay branching fractions to SM nal states, which are presented in gure 3. These
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Decay B (gB ! gB L for B L) Protophobic
 ;0!X;0
 ;0!A0;0
4g2B
("e)2
g2p
("e)2
 0!X
 0!A0
0
g2p
("e)2
 !!X0
 !!A00
0
g2p
("e)2
 !!X
 !!A0
4g2B
("e)2
g2p
("e)2
 !X
 !A0
g2B
("e)2
4g2p
("e)2
 0!X
 0!A0
4g2B
("e)2
jBW!(m)j2
jBW!(m)+BW(m)j2 
g2B
("e)2
g2p
("e)2
jBW!(m) BW(m)j2
jBW!(m)+BW(m)j2 
g2pm
4(m2! m2)2
4("e)2(m!m)4
 0
 !X
 !A0
4g2B
("e)2
jBW!(m)+BW(m)j2
jBW!(m)+9BW(m) 2BW(m)j2
g2p
("e)2
jBW!(m) 9BW(m)+4BW(m)j2
jBW!(m)+9BW(m) 2BW(m)j2
 0!X
 0!A0
4g2B
("e)2
jBW!(m) 2BW(m)j2
jBW!(m)+9BW(m)+4BW(m)j2
g2p
("e)2
jBW!(m) 9BW(m) 8BW(m)j2
jBW!(m)+9BW(m)+4BW(m)j2
Table 3. Meson-decay rates for the models in table 1 relative to those of the dark photon.
are determined using the couplings in table 1 and the results of section 2.2, including the
work in appendix B. In addition, we provide the BB!F values for all important decay
modes of the B, including specic hadronic nal states, in gure 10 of appendix B as there
are plans to use some of these nal states in future searches (see, e.g., ref. [89]). The
only hadronic nal state used in any search considered here is A0 ! + , which was
employed in the mass region near m(!). In this region, we take BXp!+   BA0!+  ,
since the A0 and Xp both mix with the  with equal strengths. The decays B L! + 
and B ! +  require isospin violation, making them dicult to calculate reliably. One
expects these branching fractions to be O(%); however, we take them to be zero, since the
only A0 ! +  search does not provide competitive sensitivity to gB L or gB.
The searches for visible A0 decays considered in our study are shown in gure 4. We
do not consider some searches that have inferior sensitivity to others that employed the
same production and decay mechanisms. The eciency ratios are experiment dependent.
Detailed discussion on these is provided in appendix C, see also tables 4 and 5.
The A0 results recast for B L, B, and the protophobic model are shown in gures 5{7.
Note that for the B L model, which has nonzero couplings to SM neutrinos, searches
for invisible dark photons also provide constraints even for the B(B L ! ) = 0 case.
The recasted A0 constraints on B L, which are similar to the corresponding A0 ones, are
the strongest on this model in most of the coupling-mass region considered in gure 5.
However, we note that recent constraints derived from neutrino experiments, where B L
exchange could compete with the SM neutral-current process, are currently the strongest
available in a small region of gB L values at small masses [92].
For the B model, the constraints bear little resemblance to those on the A0. The
lifetime of the B is much larger than that of the A0 for gB = "e at low masses, due
to the fact that the B only couples to leptons via kinetic mixing. One consequence of
this is that the LHCb long-lived A0 search [31] provides much better sensitivity to the B
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Figure 3. Decay branching fractions for the (top left) A0, (top right) B L, (middle left) B, and
(middle right) protophobic models. The branching fractions of the B boson decaying into specic
hadronic nal states are shown in gure 10. (bottom) Ratio of the branching fractions to leptons
for B L, B, and the protophobic model relative to the A0.
boson than it does to the A0. Since the B couples to an anomalous SM current, additional
strong constraints arise due to the enhanced production rates of the longitudinal B mode as
derived in refs. [73, 74]. We have added to these the constraints from the LHCb searches for
Bu;d ! K()X with X ! +  [93, 94], which provide the strongest non-A0 limits in the
region 2m . mB . 0:6 GeV. Additional indirect constraints arise from the requirement of
anomaly cancellation by new vector-like fermions, which have not yet been discovered [95].
Under the assumption that the lack of discovery implies that such states do not exist, we
apply these constraints following refs. [73, 74], which are the strongest non-A0 constraints
in the mass region from about 1 to 5 GeV. The recasted A0 constraints are the strongest on
the B at low masses, while the non-A0-search constraints are dominant for mB & 0:4 GeV.
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Figure 4. Constraints on visible A0 decays considered in this study from (red) electron beam
dumps, (cyan) proton beam dumps, (green) e+e  colliders, (blue) pp collisions, (magenta) meson
decays, and (yellow) electron on xed target experiments. The constraint derived from (g   2)e is
shown in grey [90, 91].
The constraints on the protophobic model are similar to those on the A0, except for the
absence of the constraints based on production via proton bremsstrahlung and 0 decays.
The protophobic current is also anomalous in the absence of additional fermions, which
means that the constraints from refs. [73, 74] apply to this model as well; however, the
coupling to the anomalous current is weaker by a factor of 4/9 due to the dierent fermionic
couplings.5 In addition, the sizable dierences in the Xp lifetime and branching fractions
lead to substantial dierences in the constraints derived from the anomalous currents.
For example, the LHCb Bu;d ! K()X(+ ) searches [93, 94] provide the strongest
constraints in the region 2m . mXp . 0:6 GeV for the protophobic model. That said,
over most of the coupling-mass region explored thus far, the constraints obtained from A0
searches are the most stringent.
3.2 Decays to invisible dark-sector nal states
For the case where B(X ! )  1, only the NA64 [110], BaBar [46], and LEP [52]
searches for dark photon decays to invisible nal states are used in the recasting. The
results are shown in gure 8. Additional constraints on the B model, which couples to
an anomalous SM current, arise from Bu;d ! KX, K ! X, and Z ! X processes,
as studied in refs. [73, 74]. Recasting these results for the protophobic model, which also
couples to an anomalous SM current, simply involves the scale factor of 4/9 discussed in
the previous subsection.
5In the notation of refs. [73, 74], the value of AXBB is a factor of 4/9 smaller in the protophobic model
than in the B model.
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Figure 5. Constraints derived on B L decays to SM nal states using the same experimental color
scheme as in gure 4. The (orange) invisible constraints also apply to B L due to its coupling to
neutrinos. The grey constraints are from Borexino [96, 97], Texono [92, 98], CHARM-II [92, 99],
and from SPEAR, DORIS, and PETRA [100, 101].
Figure 6. Constraints derived on visible B decays using the same experimental color scheme as
in gure 4. The grey constraints come from  [102, 103] and  [76, 104] decays, from longitudinal-
mode enhancements [73, 74] in Bu;d ! KX [105], K ! X [106, 107], and Z ! X [108, 109]
processes, and from the lack of observed new anomaly-canceling fermions [73, 74, 95]. The dark
grey constraints, which are obtained in this work following refs. [73, 74], are from the LHCb searches
for Bu;d ! K()X with X ! +  [93, 94].
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Figure 7. Constraints derived on visible protophobic decays using the same experimental color
scheme as in gure 4. The grey constraints are from the same processes as in gure 6, but recast
to the protophobic model as part of this study.
Figure 8. Constraints on all models assuming B(X ! )  1. The grey constraints show the
longitudinally enhanced results of refs. [73, 74] for B, also recast here for the protophobic model.
4 Summary
In summary, we have developed a framework for recasting dark photon searches to obtain
constraints on more generic models that contain a massive boson with vector couplings
to the Standard Model fermions, which includes a data-driven method for determining
hadronic decay rates. We demonstrated our approach by deriving constraints on a vector
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that couples to the B L current, a leptophobic B boson that couples directly to baryon
number and to leptons via B{ kinetic mixing, and on a vector that mediates a protophobic
force. This framework can easily be generalized to any massive boson with vector couplings
to the Standard Model fermions (see, e.g., refs. [111, 112]). Of course, searches for dark
photons can also provide sensitivity to non-vector particles [113, 114]; however, recasting
A0 searches for scalars, etc., does not lend itself to such a simple approach. Finally, all
information required to recast dark photon searches to any vector model, including software
to perform any such recasting, is provided at https://gitlab.com/philten/darkcast.
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A Additional VMD details
In this appendix, we provide additional details about the VMD calculations. The most
relevant U(3) meson generators are
T0 = T =
1
2
diagf1; 1; 0g ;
T! =
1
2
diagf1; 1; 0g ;
T =
1p
2
diagf0; 0; 1g ; (A.1)
T  1p
6
diagf1; 1; 1g ;
T0  1
2
p
3
diagf1; 1; 2g ;
using sin ;
0
mix   1=3 and cos ;
0
mix  2
p
2=3 [115]. The VMD form factors are Breit-Wigner
functions taken here to be
BWV (m) =
m2V
m2V  m2   im V (m)
; (A.2)
where the mass-dependent widths, which account for changes in the kinematic factors in
both the decay amplitudes and phase space collectively denoted by KF (m) for the decay
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V ! F (see, e.g., refs. [81, 85, 86] for these kinematic factors), are
 V (m) =
X
F
BV!F V (mV ) KF (m)KF (mV ) : (A.3)
The following nal states are considered for  V (m): 
+  for the  ; + 0, 0, and
+  for the ! ; and K+K , KSKL, + 0, and  for the  . Finally, for both gauged
B L and B, the quark couplings are universal and given by
QB L = QB =
1
3
diagf1; 1; 1g; (A.4)
while for the protophobic force the quark-coupling matrix is
Qp =
1
3
diagf 1; 2; 2g: (A.5)
The most relevant decay rates for producing these bosons are listed in table 3.
B X ! hadrons
To obtain reliable predictions of  X!hadrons for low masses, we have developed a data-
driven approach based on measured e+e  ! F cross sections. As stated above, we rst
normalize each of the most important low-mass hadronic e+e  ! F cross sections to that
of e+e  ! +  according to eq. (2.15). The AVF amplitudes in eq. (2.16) are given by
AVF (m)=
 V
mV
BWV (m)
s
BV!e+e BV!FKF (m)
KF (mV ) : (B.1)
We then t the e+e  ! F cross-section data for the most important hadronic nal states,
and use these results to decompose e+e ! hadrons into -like, !-like, and -like contribu-
tions (see gure 2) dened as:
 The dashed -like line shows the sum of all nal states considered here, including 0,
which overshoots (undershoots) the PDG R data for m . 1:5 GeV (m & 1:5 GeV).
The PDG result was produced in 2003, and it does not include any of the high-
precision data used in our study.6 We take the total e+e ! hadrons | the solid -
like line in gure 2|to be our sum below 1:48 GeV and the PDG version otherwise,
since at higher masses decay modes not included in our study are expected to be
important.
 The dashed !-like curve includes the ! ! 0 contribution, along with the model
used to t the + 0 data but with the  amplitude removed. Interference between
the  and f+ 0(m) terms causes the large visible dip near 1.05 GeV, which is far
6Ref. [84] shows a comparison of the recent BaBar + 00 data to the older data used to make
the PDG average, where one can see that the dip in the PDG data at m  1:45 GeV is most likely an
experimental artifact that arose due to a conuence of experimental thresholds.
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from any ! poles justifying the use of a real f+ 0(m) function. The LO perturba-
tive value of R! is 1/6. The !-like curve overshoots this slightly near 1.6 GeV, which
is not unexpected given that there are several ! poles nearby, then falls rapidly
at higher masses. We assume that this fall o is due to additional (neglected) nal
states becoming important, and augment the !-like contribution (solid curve) to take
on the LO perturbative value for m & 1:6 GeV.
 The dashed -like curve includes the KK and [KK]I=0 contributions, along with
! + 0. The LO perturbative value of R is 1/3. Similarly to the !-like curve,
the -like curve is expected to overshoot the LO perturbative value near the (1680),
and the fact that it falls o at higher masses is assumed to be due to neglected
nal states. We augment the -like contribution (solid curve) to take on the LO
perturbative value for m & 1:7 GeV.
 Finally, the -like contribution is assumed to be entirely described by the +  and
4 data for m < 1:1 GeV, and is dened as the (solid) -like contribution with the
(solid) !-like and -like curves subtracted for m > 1:1 GeV. The resulting -like
curve is within 10% of its LO perturbative value of 3/2 for m & 1:8 GeV.7
We can further justify the use of the LO perturbative values at higher masses by the fact
that R itself is within 20% of its LO perturbative value of 2 for m & 1:5 GeV.
Using these -like, !-like, and -like models, we can estimate  X!hadrons for any X
model using eq. (2.17). Figure 9 shows  X!hadrons for a dark photon, along with for the
B L, B, and protophobic models. By construction, our approach gives the canonical
 A0!hadrons result for the dark photon model.8 Since B L and B do not mix with the ,
their hadronic decay rates are substantially lower, especially at lower masses. Note that the
{! interference dip is below the  peak for these models, since the relative sign between
the ! and  amplitudes is positive here versus negative for the A0 model. The protophobic
model has a similar hadronic decay width to the A0 below the ; however, at larger masses
its width is larger due to its larger s-quark coupling. Finally, we also provide the BB!F
values for all important decay modes of the B, including specic hadronic nal states, in
gure 10 as there are plans to use some of these nal states in future searches [89].
C Experiments
This section contains all of the experiment-specic information, which is summarized ta-
bles 4 and 5.
7This approach attributes all of the {! mixing in the +  nal state to the -like current. While
one could certainly question the validity of this choice, the level at which isospin violation occurs in vector
mesons is small compared to the overall precision of the VMD calculations for production rates; therefore,
it is acceptable to neglect this complication when recasting the dark photon results.
8With the caveat of using an updated R for m . 1:6 GeV.
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Figure 9. Hadronic decay width for: a dark photon, where gX = "e; a gauged B L or B boson,
where gX = gB or gB L; and a protophobic boson, where gX = gp.
Figure 10. Decay branching fractions for the B boson assuming a kinetic-mixing parameter
" = egB=(4)
2. The error bands shown for the nal states + 0, KK  K+K  + KSKL, and
[KK]I=0 (i.e. the isoscalar component of the KK nal state) are due to the limited experimental
knowledge of the e+e ! F cross sections. In addition, the use of VMD and U(3) symmetry
introduces roughly a 20% uncertainty on all hadronic decay rates.
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experiment production nal state eciency ratio (X)=(A0)
BaBar [29] e+e  ! X e+e , +  1
NA48/2 [41] 0 ! X e+e  Eq. (2.20) with ~t = [1 m]=(c ),
where  = 50 GeV=mX
A1 [25], APEX [24] eZ ! eZX e+e  1
KLOE [35] ! X e+e  Eq. (2.20) with ~t = [8 cm]=(c ),
where  =
m2+m
2
X m2
2mmX
KLOE [42] e+e  ! X +  1
KLOE [32] e+e  ! X e+e  1
LHCb [31] inclusive pp! X +  Eq. (2.20) with
see gure 11 ~t  f[4 MeV]=(mX 2m)+0:1gps
BaBar [46] e+e  ! X invisible 1
NA64 [110] eZ ! eZX invisible 1
LEP [116, 117] e+e  ! X [52] invisible 1
Table 4. Summary of experiments that searched for prompt or invisible A0 decays. See ap-
pendix C.5 for discussion on the LHCb search for long-lived A0 decays.
experiment production nal state Ldec=Lsh
E141 [12], E137 [13], E774 [14], eZ ! eZX [9, 118] e+e  350:12 , 204179 , 20:3 ,
KEK [11], Orsay [15] 2:22:4 ,
2
1
NA64 [23]  4
-CAL I [119, 120] 0 ! X [20], e+e  2364
pZ ! pZX [22]
CHARM [121] (0) ! X [21] e+e  10480
NOMAD [17], PS191 [33] 0 ! X [36] e+e  7:5835 , 7128
Table 5. Summary of beam dump experiments that searched for long-lived dark photons.
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C.1 BaBar
The BaBar collaboration published strong constraints on both visible [29] and invisible [46]
A0 decays. Their visible search used both A0 ! e+e  and A0 ! + , and required that
the leptons were consistent with originating from the beam interaction region. Even for
models where  X!hadrons = 0, the BaBar visible search is not sensitive to X bosons with
lifetimes large enough to qualify as non-prompt; therefore, the eciency ratio (X)=(A0)
is unity. The BaBar visible results combine the two `+`  nal states. To recast this search
for the case where xe 6= x, the individual limits provided in the Supplemental Material of
ref. [29] should be used. In this work, we only consider models with xe = x, where the
recasted constraints are obtained by solving
(gXxe)
2 = ("e)2
B(A0 ! `+` )
B(X ! `+` ) : (C.1)
For the invisible search, the assumption is again that the eciency ratio is unity and the
branching-fraction ratio above is replaced by the equivalent ratio into invisible nal states.
C.2 NA48/2
The NA48/2 experiment searched for 0 ! A0 followed by prompt A0 ! e+e  decays [41].
The prompt requirement maintains high eciency until the ight distance reaches about
1 m. The maximum  factors are about 50 GeV=mX . We take the prompt-criteria eciency
to be given by eq. (2.20) with ~t = [1 m]=(c ) and  = 50 GeV=mX , which is unity for the A
0.
This eciency factor, however, is important for a leptophobic boson, since the production
utilizes the quark couplings whereas the decay must go to e+e , which is suppressed as it
arises due to kinetic mixing. Recasting these limits for an X boson is done using eq. (2.10),
see also table 3, with the appropriate mass- and model-dependent values of B(X ! e+e )
and B(A0 ! e+e ).
C.3 Electron bremsstrahlung
The A1 [25] and APEX [24] experiments provide the best electron bremsstrahlung con-
straints on promptly decaying dark photons. The decay A0 ! e+e  was searched for by
both experiments, and the recasting is done using
(gXxe)
2 = ("e)2
B(A0 ! `+` )
B(X ! `+` ) : (C.2)
Neither experiment provides detailed information about prompt-like requirements; how-
ever, since the same coupling is used to produce and decay the boson, it is safe to simply
take the eciency ratio with the A0 to be unity for all X models. Additionally, the NA64
experiment at CERN used 100 GeV electrons incident on an active target to search for
invisible A0 decays [45, 110]. For this search, the assumption is that the eciency ratio
is unity and the branching-fraction ratio above is replaced by the equivalent ratio into
invisible nal states.
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C.4 KLOE
The KLOE experiment searched for  ! A0 followed by a prompt A0 ! e+e  de-
cay [35]. Our interpretation of the prompt criteria is that good eciency should be main-
tained provided that the ight distance is . 8 cm. The  factors here are (m2 + m2  
m2)=(2mm), which are O(1{10) in the mass range where KLOE has good sensitivity.
We take the prompt-criteria eciency to be given by eq. (2.20) with ~t = [8 cm]=(c ),
which is unity for the A0. Recasting these limits uses eq. (2.9) but taking the sum
B(A0 ! e+e ) + B(A0 ! + ) = 1, which was assumed by KLOE, along with the  -
dependent eciency factor for the X. N.b., since this search involves an X produced
via quark couplings and decaying via leptonic couplings, the  -dependent eciency factor
can be important despite being  100% ecient for the A0.
KLOE also searched for e+e  ! A0 using the A0 ! +  decay [42]. The pi-
ons were required to have their points of closest approach to the beam line within a
cylindrical volume of radius 8 cm and length 15 cm. The  factors in this search are
(m2+m
2)=(2mm) . 1:2, which means that ineciency due to the prompt criteria should
only arise for cX & O(10 cm), which is not the case for any of the models studied in this
work. Recasting these results is done using
(gXxe)
2 = ("e)2
B(A0 ! + )
B(X ! + ) : (C.3)
This search is useful because it lls in the gap near the ! peak in the A0 constraints.
Finally, KLOE performed a similar search looking for prompt A0 ! e+e  decay [32]. In
this search, the cylindrical decay volume used had a radius of 1 cm and a length of 12 cm,
which is suciently large that it does not induce any lifetime-based ineciencies in any of
the models studied here.
C.5 LHCb
An inclusive search for dark photons using the A0 ! +  decay was performed by the
LHCb experiment [31]. Both prompt and long-lived limits were published, where the latter
provide rulex as a function of mA0 and "
2. Consequently, the only information needed to
recast the LHCb results is the relative fraction of each A0 production mechanism as a
function of mA0 , as given in gure 11. We determine these ratios by tting the inclusive
+  background-subtracted mass spectrum published by LHCb, using Monte Carlo signal
templates generated using Pythia 8 [122]. Only templates for the following predominant
production mechanisms are considered in the t:  ! + ,  ! + , ! ! + 0,
! ! + , ! + , ! +  and Drell-Yan.
All of the ducial requirements applied in the LHCb analysis are applied to the Monte
Carlo dimuons when obtaining the templates. The nominal fractions are obtained using the
cross-sections predicted with Pythia 8, combined with the relevant measured branching
fractions [78]. Each template is smeared to account for the LHCb mass resolution. The
 ! +  and ! ! + 0 mass shapes from Pythia 8 are generated using a generic
VMD-based Dalitz decay, and so these two templates are corrected using the mass shapes
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obtained from an NA60 analysis [123]. Similarly, the ! +  mass shape is also corrected
using the same NA60 analysis, while the ! ! +  and  ! +  mass shapes are
corrected using the results of ref. [85].
The LHCb mass spectrum is tted by allowing the fraction for each template to vary
within 0 to 10 times its nominal value, where the total Drell-Yan production is considered
as a single template. The same isolation criterion applied in the LHCb analysis above the 
mass was also applied to the Monte Carlo dimuons when building the templates. However,
the isolation quantity is not expected to match exactly between the Monte Carlo and data
due to reconstruction eects. Therefore, the eciency of this isolation requirement is also
allowed to vary in the t, resulting in a total of 8 free parameters. A validation of the t
is that the ratios of the two  and the two  channels match their respective known values
within uncertainties.
From the Supplemental Material to ref. [31], one can see that the LHCb prompt-
selectrion criteria are the same as those we proposed in ref. [66]; therefore, we use our
simulation samples from that study and nd that the eciency is well approximated by
eq. (2.20) with ~t  f[4 MeV]=(mX   2m) + 0:1gps. As discussed above, since LHCb
published rulex as a function of mA0 and "
2, recasting the long-lived A0 search can be done
using eq. (2.21). For X values that fall outside of the range where LHCb provided results,
the eciency ratios are taken to be
(X)
(min;maxA0 )

8<:e
1 (minA0 =X) for X < minA0 ;
1 e 
max
A0 =X
1 e 1 for X > 
max
A0 ;
(C.4)
which correspond to a long-lived selection eciency of zero for decay times less than the
minimum reported by LHCb (justied by the eciency gure provided in the Supplemen-
tal Material of ref. [31]) and to a maximum decay time that results in the muons being
reconstructed by the rst LHCb tracking system being less than the maximum A0 reported
by LHCb (conrmed to be a good approximation by our simulation from ref. [66]).
C.6 Beam dumps
Approximate limits are set for beam-dump experiments using eq. (2.24), where the e-
ciencies are determined using eq. (2.23).
C.6.1 Electron beam dumps
Limits on dark photons have been set in refs. [9, 118] using data from the E141, E137,
E774, KEK, and Orsay electron beam-dump experiments [11{15]. Recasting these for an
X boson requires solving
(gXxe)
2B(X ! e+e )[X(gX)]  ("maxe)2B(A0 ! e+e )[A0("max)] ; (C.5)
at each mass. N.b., all of these experiments were only sensitive to decays into electrons and
photons. In addition, recently the NA64 collaboration published long-lived A0 constraints
using A0 ! e+e  [23]. The length of the shielding (provided by a calorimeter) changed
during the run, but on average it was about 0.25 m. The total decay volume (before the
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Figure 11. Dark-photon production fractions for the most important processes at LHCb in the
ducial region of ref. [31].
electromagnetic calorimeter) was 3.5 m; however, to satisfy the selection criteria, the decay
needed to happen prior to the rst tracking station, which was about 1 m from the shielding
during this run.
C.6.2 Proton beam dumps
Limits on A0 ! e+e  decays have been set by the following experiments: -CAL I [119,
120], using 0 ! A0 decays [20] and proton bremsstrahlung [22]; CHARM [121], using
(0) ! A0 decays [21]; and NOMAD [17] and PS191 [33] using 0 ! A0 decays [36].
Recasting these for an X boson involves solving
 P!X(gX)B(X ! e+e )[X(gX)]   P!A0("max)B(A0 ! e+e )[A0("max)] ; (C.6)
where P = 0, , or 0 for meson-decay production, and
g2X(2xu + xd)
2B(X ! e+e )[X(gX)]  ("maxe)2B(A0 ! e+e )[A0("max)] ; (C.7)
for proton bremsstrahlung.
C.7 LEP
Mono-photon searches from LEP [116, 117] were used to set limits on dark photons that
decay invisibly in ref. [52]. Here, we assume on-shell A0 production, and rescale the results
of ref. [52] assuming g  ge and m  mA0 . Since ref. [52] only reports results for
mX = 10; 50 and 100 GeV, we simply interpolate to obtain results for other masses.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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